Chlorine Stable Isotopes to reveal contribution of magmatic chlorine in subduction zones: the case of the Kamchatka-Kuril and the Lesser Antilles Volcanic Arcs
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By using the stable isotopes of chlorine ($\delta^{37}$Cl), we have shown that magmatic chlorine ($\delta^{37}$Cl $\leq -0.6 \%_o$ [1]) is different from surface chlorine ($\delta^{37}$Cl $\approx 0 \%_o$ [1]) in hydrothermal system of Soufrière and Montagne Pelée from the young arc volcanic system of Lesser Antilles. First measurements on condensed chlorides from volcanic gases (e.g. [2], [3]) did not permitted to get sensible $\delta^{37}$Cl values on degassed chlorine likely because chlorine isotopes are fractionated during the HCl – chloride equilibrium in the fumaroles or during sampling artifacts. Therefore we have developed an alternative strategy based on the analysis of chloride in thermal springs, streams, flowing on the flanks of the volcanoes. Due to the highly hydrophilic behavior of Cl, we hypothesize that thermal springs incorporate chlorine without fractionation of chlorine isotopes and might reflect the chlorine isotopic composition degassed by magmas [1]. Indeed Thermal spring with low $\delta^{37}$Cl chlorides ($\leq -0.6 \%_o$) are linked with magmatic volatiles characters ($^3$He ratio at 5 R$_a$ at and $\delta^{13}$C CO$_2$ $\approx -3 \%_o$).

To go further in the potentiality of using the Chlorine isotopes to reveal contribution of magmatic chlorine in volcanic systems, we have started the survey of thermal springs and wells waters in the Kamchatka-Kuril volcanic mature Arc (on sites Mutnovsky, Paratunka, Nalychevsky, Khodutkinsky, Paramushir Island, identified by Taran, 2009 [4] for concentrations of chloride). Preliminary results show $\delta^{37}$Cl values ranging from 0.5 to -0.2 $\%_o$ and generally higher chloride concentrations. The $\delta^{37}$Cl values are higher than the value recorded for the young arc volcanic system of lesser Antilles. At present moment very few negative $\delta^{37}$Cl have been measured in the Kamchatka-Kuril volcanic mature Arc.